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While our conference of last November
was full of content on a School-Led System
from informed leaders of education, speaking
about the approaching change of key import to all
governors, was well applauded, it was not so well

Geoffrey Hackett
SGA chair

attended as previous conferences (in deed

Annual report to the

ences has reduced by about 20%). The message

members 2018

of a Schools-Led system was further introduced

across the last 8 years attendance at our confer-

at two of the Surrey County Chairs of Governor’s
Welcome to our 2018 conference at a time

meetings but these were attended by less than

when governance is facing a period of change,

50 chairs across the two. That to me indicates

not always desired but sometimes essential in

that there are many governors not yet committed

a progressive world. Following our insightful

to the Schools-Led System because they know

2017 AGM and conference announcing the in-

little or nothing about it.

tended move into a School-Led System, we

In order to understand why numbers were drop-

have while being distracted by the news pages

ping at our conferences we took a survey of our

containing nothing but items on Brexit, also

members. We are grateful to the many that re-

seen a year of considerable planning by some

plied telling us how you value the services of the

of those back room boys in Whitehall and

SGA but seeking easier access to our infor-

County Hall; who have worked hard in order to

mation. From the survey comments it would ap-

create some extensive changes for govern-

pear to us that Surrey Governors are mainly in

ance, schools, education and SEND much of

the profile group of ‘high skills, rich knowledge,

which this year’s conference should bring into

time poor’ people and that even two conference a

focus for you. These are changes which I feel

year eats into the life/work balance and essential-

may keep governors far more exercised for the

ly your family time. These are concerns which the

next year or two than you desire. In my experi-

SGA executive share and so this year we are

ence, quality change which is not fully consult-

making changes of our own, to improve time

ed, negotiated and sold on to those who are

commitments, as well as improving the speed

charged with its implementation, is always go-

and relevance of our communications. To start

ing to struggle to achieve its potential. No mat-

with we are cutting conferences to one and we

ter how good the idea top down change will al-

are going to revamp our website giving access

ways struggle to gain acceptance,

for more information with a platform for governors

while poor change with inclusive
suport at the coal face will be
implemented
asm.

with

enthusi-

to seek and share information.
As we are now in a School-Led System, there will
be some real challenges on which I am
continued on 4
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What we do to
help Governance
in Surrey

We are working hard
on behalf of all
Surrey Governors
The SGA has continually sought to develop
links with all bodies connected with education
in Surrey and to facilitate the provision of relevant information for the benefit of all Surrey
School Governors. From the beginning, the
main purpose of the Association was the sharing of information via a termly newsletter and
two conferences a year. These are still at the
core of our mission. Over the years links have
been forged with many bodies and the Associa-

Managing our key links with the main influencers is part of my role as SGA chair We have
termly meetings with the Assistant Director of
Education for Surrey County Council, the Cabi-

net Member for Education and the Head of
Governance consultancy at Babcock 4S. We
have also created an ‘as needed’ facility to
meet with the Deputy Director Regional
Schools Commissioner’s office.

tion’s executive has been instrumental in creat-

We maintain strong links with the National Gov-

ing affiliations and forming strong relationships,

ernance Association and members of the SGA

working to maintain and strengthen ties over

executive attend regional and national meet-

the years. In the everchanging face of educa-

ings.

tion policy and management, some links

Many members of the executive, in addition

have come and gone but the SGA
continues to grow and work with

to their role as serving school gover-

all those who are current activists

Surrey Governors

in the Surrey education environ-

Support

ment. Many members of the

Surrey Governors

SGA executive sit on many committees and working groups or meet
regularly with leaders of these bodies.
Regular face to face contact helps keep Surrey

Governors updated and informed and helps to
provide these bodies with the current views of
governors as well. This information exchange
not only takes place at our conferences and our
e-mails but also through the SGA bulletins and
our

web

site

www.surreygovernors.org.uk

which is regularly updated with the latest information from various educational sources to
help keep governors informed.

nors, are on such committees as the
Schools Forum, Surrey Admissions
Forum, Surrey Educational Trust
and the 4S Partnership Board. SGA
also holds elections for governor rep-

resentatives on the Schools Forum and
the Education and Skills Board. The work and
time our executive spend with these and other

educational organisations helps to feed back to
our bulletin and website as well as into the conferences. We also provide the conduit for information from school governors to feed back to
these organisations.
With this in mind, we highly value meeting with
and listening to all SGA members so we can
highlight your concerns opinions and triumphs

Throughout this publication all references to ‘governors’ includes trustees of academies
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,Glenys Mason, Philip Miller (web & editor),

confident that our hard working and dedicat-

Graeme Ross, Tracy Hudson-Forman, the

ed executive will be doing all they can to en-

team all supported by our excellent adminis-

sure a smooth passage for these significant

trator Sheila Danson.

changes to the way we run our schools whilst

Sadly through reasons of health, work or re-

working with all Surrey Governors to build

location some of our committee are leaving us

and maintain effective communication.

this creates a few places on our executive so

The most important part of change has to be

if you can spare a little extra time and would

in our listening to our members, it is im-

like to play an active part on the SGA Execu-

portant to us that in a voluntarily run SGA the

tive please contact us through Sheila Danson.

time and effort we give is effective and of val-

You will be very welcome. Last of all, I would

ue to all Surrey Governors. So in order that

like everyone to recognise that every gover-

the changes we conduct and the effort we put

nor in Surrey plays a vital role in maintaining

in works for all governors, please tell us your

and improving the standards of education for

issues on governance. Especially what would

every child in Surrey, ensuring that they re-

be of value to you as a Surrey Governor

ceive the best opportunity through their

there is no point changing for the sake of

school, to become valued members of the

change nor for the past; it is better to change

community, fulfilling a role we can all recog-

to meet the needs of governance today and

nise, appreciate and applaud loudly with

into the future.

pride.

Please keep a look out for our articles and
communications, keep an eye on our e-mails
to schools and clerks and please remember
that we value your feedback to support our
lobbying. The executive is only too aware
that all the work by governors across the ed-

Geoffrey Hackett Chair,
Surrey Governance Association.

ucation platform is becoming more demanding but is still vital work carried out by you for
the community and the citizens of tomorrow.
As you are a body of dedicated committed
unpaid volunteers, I feel that it is entirely fitting

In

our

twenty-first

year

that

we

Fred Greaves (vice chair), Rosemary Hucker

Promoting Effective
Governance in all
Surrey Schools

(Treasurer), Doris Neville-Davies, Colin Tay-

Surrey Governance Association

acknowledge the support, work and dedication of the various SGA executive members
of this busy year.

lor,

David Barter, Eileen Perryer, Sandy

Horvath, Ginny Hicks, Richard Wagner,

c/o19

Yewens, Chiddingfold, Surrey. GU8 4SD
www,surreygovernance.org.uk
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Everyone on Board – governing board diversity

Emma Knights Chief Executive

National Governance Association

A national perspective on governance
in a School-Led System

Watch the film and learn more at nga.org.uk/everyone-on-board

© NGA 2017

Full set of slides on the SGA web site
The Conference opened with a reminder from Emma Knights, CEO of the NGA, of how much education
has changed in the four years since she last addressed the SGA Conference. The interest in a school led
system of governance was completely alien until very recently. Damian Hinds the Secretary of State for
Education places less emphasis on the organisation of schools and data, with more focus on how schools
improve to the benefit of the children and the impact on the rest of the community.
Governing bodies must demonstrate strong leadership which looks outwards rather than upwards. Governing Bodies are the first line of accountability hence school led CPD for staff and governors is important.
In particular there is, at the moment, too much emphasis on structures of MATs, Academies and progress
in Key Stages plus the data of coasting and struggling schools. In future Ofsted will diagnose problems
which must be followed by support. Coasting and struggling schools will be provided with support such as
three days consultancy from a National Leader in Education
Effective Governance will not only be based on the seven Nolan Principles but in addition governing bodies will be also judged on seven more criteria, within the Ethical Governance Framework, namely, trust,
wisdom, kindness, justice, service, courage and optimism. There will be no place for “Crooks, cronies and
cowards”. Instead effective governance will make an impact, be accountable and have ethical leadership.
Examples of these attributes will be seen in the Pathfinder Project run by the NGA and resources will be
available for governing boards.
Governing bodies will be more effective when they ensure they have clarity of vision, hold executive leaders to account, have the right people around the table, inspiring governance, careful recruitment practices, good chairing, professional clerking, diverse membership. Above all governing bodies must keep in
mind what they want young people to know when they leave school.
Report by Glenys Mason
St. John’s School, Redhill.
Emma Knights is Chief Executive of the National Governance Association (NGA)
- the leading charity for guidance, advice, research, and professional development
for school governors, trustees, governing boards and their clerks. Prior to her appointment in 2010 she was joint CEO of the Day-care Trust. As well as leading projects on child poverty
and educational attainment, Emma has written on a wide range of topics and is co-author of the NGA’s
Chair’s Handbook.
Emma was awarded an OBE in the 2018 New Year's Honours list for services to education.
Follow Emma on

Twitter @NGAMedia.

Email: emma.knights@nga.org.uk
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For Schools - By Schools
Who is it for?

What is it for?

Quality

For ALL teachers,
leaders and governors
in Surrey schools

To improve outcomes,
strengthen leadership
and share outstanding
practice

Support and
development provided
by schools with
expertise and
successful track record

Ruth Murton
Director Leadershipwise Ltd

What does SSLP
do?
Co-ordinates, facilitates
and develops the
‘universal offer’

Working with Surrey Schools Learning Partnership

What will
schools receive?
Professional and leadership
development, tailored
support programme

Access to a professional learning community

Full set of slides on the SGA web site

Ruth Murton has worked ‘in and around education’ for over 30 years and is well known to Surrey Governors having delivered many training courses with Babcock 4S and the on-line Better Governor training
courses. Ruth explained she was now representing Surrey Governors on the new initiative by the Surrey
Teaching Schools Network who already offer a comprehensive package of support for Surrey Schools
CPD. The presentation seemed to be seeking the level of support needed to extend the current services
sold to schools to include governor support training. Ruth asked how they can develop ‘Governance’ so it
is a meaningful strand of the Development Offer. It appeared to many as a shopping list, seeking what the
delegates thought might be the most suitable elements to include.
The Surrey Schools Learning Partnership, 'Universal Offer' includes professional development, school to
school support packages and leadership development programmes. Ruth explained that in the next
phase of development will be
· Professional development programmes run by individual Teaching Schools and their Alliances.
·School-to-school support programmes provided by National Leaders of Education in conjunction
with Local and Specialist Leaders of Education and National Leaders of Governance.
· Leadership development programmes co-ordinated by the Surrey Teaching Schools Network.
Delegates had leaflets included in their packs and registration forms these will be available for those interested on our web site. From the presentation it seemed as if they also wish to cover some of their costs
by a per pupil fee from each school.
Governors need to be aware that there are many other offers available at other rates, governors must decide what will be the best value for money and best education of the children. See other articles and the
extracts of notes from Damian Hinds Secretary of State for Education on page 8 in this Bulletin

Interval and Networking Session
At this stage of the conference a networking session took place
and delegates were involved in some interesting and probing
discussion about the future path of education and the role of
Governance in a Schools– Led System

The report on the SGA conference continues on the next page and with a final piece on page 11
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SEND - a new approach

Dave Hill

• Major consultation underway
• A commitment to offering assistance early
• More resources in Surrey
• Children supported for inclusion wherever possible
• Parents are the experts on their children
• A continuing dialogue to build Trust and Listening
• The LEAP project

Executive Director for Children,
Families and Learning

Surrey County Council the new structure
for a School-Led System

SCC

Full set of slides on the SGA web site

Dave Hill introduced himself to the conference saying that now after just six months he felt quite an old
boy in terms of experience both that which he brought to the vital role he was undertaking but also in the
amount of information gathered in the intensive time spent meeting with those involved at every level of
the failing Childrens Services Department and the community around it. He was keen to point out that
while the service was in a very serious position with many issues which needed addressing to pull the service around, there were also some remarkably dedicated and hardworking people who with a little appropriate help and direction together with support from an intake of experienced leaders could lead to the department pulling the position round from the negative to the positive,
He described the situation as one in which the front door is broken, those in need of the service are not
getting the responses needed and new arrangements are needed, as he said, it is important that there is
a strong commitment to offering assistance early. That will in the first place require more resources in Surrey to clear the obstacles to a good service, wherever possible support must be given for inclusion it is far
more beneficial to the community the children and it is far less expensive, in the long term.
He went on to explain that we have to remember that parents are the experts on their children, they often
have many of the solutions but you have to ensure a continuing dialogue to build trust and you do that
with good listening skills. We must ensure that no child is left behind and mechanisms, to ensure that is
the case, must be put in place.
The appointment of the Children’s Commissioner, Trevor Doughty, means that Surrey County Council is
to have a critical friend relationship but it is important that the process allows for a broad acceptance that
listening to all who are involved in the service are fully informed and listened to . Something along the
lines of the Local Education Partnership is an example as a potential model.
The process needs strong partnerships with good regular communication with all the people collaborating
Schools, Council and Communities working together for instance the libraries consultation could be an
important part to crating some of the network required an atmosphere of trust, collaboration and partnership must be built up we must remember that they are ‘our’ children
He explained that there is no denying that CAMHS is a service in crisis. It is essential that it is repaired
quickly but also well. We have to do better on every area of the service but it is essential we find a method
to offer help early and keep doing so we need to have CCMHS in school. Dave finished by saying this service change would take a little time and which he intended should be recommissioned in 18 months .
The consultations on key areas of SEND, Childrens centres, libraries and cultural services, concessionary bus travel
and community recycling centres which are due to close on the 4th January 2019 mark the start of the transformation which while they may create some uncertainty for some people will open up some exciting possibilities. How
we engage with partners and work with them will be critical to the success of the reforms for the community.

The final section of the conference report

Question Time

is available on page 11
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As the summer holidays were coming up and in the height of the ‘Brexit’ debate Damian Hinds
Education Secretary released this important communication to Governors,
so in case you missed it and even if you didn’t here are extracted key elements

News story

Education Secretary issues call to arms for
school governors

Damian Hinds calls on leading employers to lend their business expertise to support
schools to improve education for every child
Published 9 June 2018
There are around 250,000 experienced governors and trustees across the country – including many parents – selflessly providing their time, energy, and guidance to support schools to provide the very best
education for children.
The Education Secretary will announce that the budget for training and support for this “army of volunteers” will be doubled to £6 million up to 2021 to ensure more school leaders have access to popular
training courses that build on their existing skills and will help raise education standards even further.
He will also set out plans to bear down on Academy trusts that pay excessive salaries and hand out lucrative contracts to family and friends in a clampdown to make them more accountable for the money they
spend. These announcements will build on the clear rules already in place to provide transparency over
academy finances. The measures include:

A requirement for academy accounts returns to detail staff earning over £100,000 and the percentage of
teaching time those individuals undertake; and a requirement, from April 2019, for all related party transactions to be declared to the Education and Skills Funding Agency and for academy trusts to seek approval for any transaction over £20,000.
Education Secretary Damian Hinds said:
“Thanks to the hard work of teachers and the government’s reforms, there are now 1.9 million more children in good or outstanding schools than in 2010.
Today’s commitments will raise the bar even further, strengthening the expertise within the systems that
govern our schools and colleges.
How would we run our schools without this army of volunteers? I want to do everything I can to help boost
governor recruitment and retention. Because, quite simply, we need more great people.
`

So today I’m issuing a call to arms…...appealing to people
up and down the country to take on this vital role –
to play their part in helping the next generation to thrive.
I want to make sure that every pound of public money for our
schools is used in the best possible way for the good of our
children and society. That means taking a tough approach…

This includes a new more robust process to manage related party transactions made by academy trusts. I
think pretty much everyone would agree that a situation where board members could hand out unjustified
contracts to companies that they or their friends and business associates have an interest in is not okay…
We also want to be clear about our expectations on high pay – which applies to all schools not just academies. There is no doubt that our school system has many great leaders – and for large and complex organisations, pay must reflect the scale of the task.
However, pay needs to be proportionate – and pay rises for non-teaching staff should not exceed that
awarded to teaching staff. And where salaries aren’t justifiable – we will say so.”

Thoughts for the Term

Time for Governance to
take a Strategic Lead
By Geoffrey Hackett

For a Schools-Led System to develop
effectively from within the current individual
school structures it will need to become stronger through: - collaboration, cooperation and rationalisation. This needs strong leadership as well as
good supportive management hence the importance of
understanding the difference between these two skill
sets which fewer people than you may think, actually do.
A Schools-Led System could mean significant leaps
forward and a far better education for all children, if we
get it right. If it is going to work and to last, it is going to
require positive drive and emotional intelligence, which is
so feared by management, but essential to good leadership.
A Schools-Led System if it is to be valued and to improve the education of our children then rewarding the
attitudes and actions we desire as outcomes is essential.
We cannot continue to reward the wrong milestones but
ensure the path leads to all students leaving education
best equipped for whatever their journey in life and society may be.
Why Leadership? It could be that much of what has
been established so far has been developed by managers with leadership aspirations. This is unhelpful, for
good, even excellent, managers rarely make good leaders and while leaders recognise and seek out the assistance of good managers, a difficulty is good managers
rarely recognise leaders’ qualities or understand why
they succeed. Consequently it needs good governance
to exploit the many opportunities created by the changing environment, to use its reform to create real meaningful cost effective benefits for all and ensure that the
focus is on sharing, caring, collaboration and cooperation working for the prime interest of inclusivity and
of ensuring the best-value highest standard education
for all children.
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A few reminders from the guides to
governance that may help us through
the challenges of moving to a
Schools-Led System

The Nolan Principles
1. Selflessness
Holders of public office should act solely in terms
of the public interest.

2. Integrity
Holders of public office must avoid placing themselves under any obligation to people or organisations that might try inappropriately to influence
them in their work. They should not act or take
decisions in order to gain financial or other material benefits for themselves, their family, or their
friends. They must declare and resolve any interests and relationships.

3. Objectivity
Holders of public office must act and take decisions impartially, fairly and on merit, using the
best evidence and without discrimination or bias.

4. Accountability
Holders of public office are accountable to the
public for their decisions and actions and must
submit themselves to the scrutiny necessary to
ensure this.

5. Openness
Holders of public office should act and take decisions in an open and transparent manner. Information should not be withheld from the public
unless there are clear and lawful reasons for so
doing.

6. Honesty
Holders of public office should be truthful.

7. Leadership

Holders of public office should exhibit these principles in their own behaviour. They should
For in times of change some prejudices can inadvertactively promote and robustly supently get in the way of progress. Governors will
Essential reading port the principles and be willing to
need to work with all players to support strategic
message from the challenge poor behaviour wherever
it occurs
governance and leaders must use the best from
Education Minister
their experience, to examine the latest trends
to Governors
and ensure that changing to a Schools-Led SysThis guide is continued
Page 8
on the next page
tem is as dynamic and rewarding as it should be.

Thoughts on trends in communicating
Time for Governance to
take a Strategic Lead

Challenging
Providing appropriate challenge to the status quo, not
taking information or data at face value and always driving for improvement.

Continued from previous page

From the Governors Handbook

Collaborative

The Purpose of Governance
1. The purpose of governance is to provide confident, strategic leadership and to create robust accountability, oversight and assurance for educational and financial performance.

2. All boards, no matter what type of schools or how
many schools they govern, have three core functions:


Ensuring clarity of vision, ethos and strategic
direction;



Holding executive leaders to account for the
educational performance of the organisation
and its pupils, and the performance management of staff; and



Overseeing the financial performance of the
organisation and making sure its money is
well spent.
From the Competency Handbook

Critical
Understanding the value of critical friendship which enables both challenge and support, and self-reflective,
pursing learning and development opportunities to improve their own and whole board effectiveness.

Creative
Able to challenge conventional wisdom and be openminded about new approaches to problem-solving; recognising the value of innovation and creative thinking to
organisational development and success.

The following are links to governor information

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/582868/Governance_Handbook_-_January_2017

Competency Framework for Governance
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/583733/Competency_framework_for_governance_.

Clerking Competency Framework
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/609971/Clerking_competency_framework

Statutory Policies for Schools

Committed
Devoting the required time and energy to the role and
ambitious to achieve best possible outcomes for young
people. Prepared to give time, skills and knowledge to
developing themselves and others in order to create
highly effective governance.

Of an independent mind, able to lead and
contribute to courageous conversations, to
express their opinion and to play an active
role on the board.

Prepared to listen to and work in partnership with others
and understanding the importance of building strong
working relationships within the board and with executive leaders, staff, parents and carers, pupils/students,
the local community and employers.

Governors hand book

All those elected or appointed to boards should fulfil their
duties in line with the seven principles of public life (the
Nolan principles). They should also be mindful of their
responsibilities under equality legislation, recognising and
encouraging diversity and inclusion. They should understand the impact of effective governance on the quality of
education and on outcomes for all children and young
people. In addition, all those involved in governance
should be:

Confident

Page 10

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/741290/Statutory_policies_for_schools-14

School Inspection Hand book
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/730127/
School_inspection_handbook_section_5_270718

Essential information from the
school inspection
hand book
page 15

Curious
Possessing an enquiring mind and an analytical approach
and understanding the value of meaningful questioning.

Ofsted inspections Myth busting
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/schoolinspection-handbook-from-september-2015/ofstedinspections-mythbusting

Setting up School Partnerships

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/setting-up-schoolpartnerships/partnership-models-guide

Thoughts on trends in communicating
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Continued from page 10
School inspection handbook September 2018 No. 150066 45
157. Inspectors will seek evidence of the impact of
those responsible for governance. This includes
maintained school governors, proprietors or academy trustees. In a multi-academy trust this may include members of the local governing board * at
school level, as well as the trustees.

SGA

supporting
governance
through change
to a
School-Led Sytem

(From page 7)

Question Time

158. Where a children’s centre is managed directly by
the school’s governing body, inspectors will consider
the impact of any judgements about the children’s
centre or the services and activities offered through
or by the centre, in judging leadership and management.
159. Inspectors will consider whether governors:

•

work effectively with leaders to communicate
the vision, ethos and strategic direction of the
school and develop a culture of ambition

•

provide a balance of challenge and support to
leaders, understanding the strengths and areas
needing improvement at the school

•

provide support for an effective headteacher
or are hindering school improvement because
of a lack of understanding of the issues facing
the school

•

performance manage the headteacher rigorously

•

understand the impact of teaching, learning and
assessment on the progress of pupils currently
in the school

•

ensure that assessment information from leaders provides governors with sufficient and accurate information to ask probing questions
about outcomes for pupils

•

ensure that the school’s finances are properly
managed and can evaluate how the school is
using the pupil premium, Year 7 literacy and
numeracy catch-up premium, primary PE and
sport premium, and special educational needs
funding

•

are transparent and accountable, including in
recruitment of staff, governance structures,
attendance at meetings and contact with parents.

* In a multi-academy trust, this could include meeting with a
local governing board where relevant responsibilities are devolved
in accordance with the scheme of delegation.

Mary Lewis

Geoffrey Hackett

Steve Barker

Dave Hill

Emma Knights

Ruth Murton

Following their presentations our speakers were joined
by Councillor Mary Lewis Cabinet Member for All-Age
Learning Surrey CC and Steve Barker Head of Governance Consultancy Babcock 4S & Better Governor forming a panel answering your questions Geoffrey Hackett
Chair SGA. chaired this session
Question Time was a new section to our conference
programme which had been prompted by the members
responses to the spring time questionnaire. So we
were grateful to our speakers and additional guests for
forming the first SGA Question Time Panel. Their participation and contribution to an hour that following a
slow start with an over lengthy question became a
memorable event, Turning out to be a lively and enthusiastic debate in which the energy grew as it progressed and more people felt the urge to join in. The
feedback was very positive and with some modification
to the questioning process and to keeping an eye on
the clock we will be doing Question Time SGA style
again it certainly proved a good way to obtain some of
the information governors feel they need to help deliver
the valuable suport they give to their schools.

Thoughts on trends in communicating

Knowledge Shared in Debate
or are –
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By Geoffrey Hackett

‘What and Why and When and

How and Where and Who’

Sadly this tactic often fails to build
any rapport with interviewees who
simply clam up or evade any further questions. It makes me feel that a propaganda
e-mail would be just as enlightening as their news
interviews and easier to junk.

- All Dead?

There is I believe on occasion, a case for disengaging
from the endless chatter and observing what is happening. Ideally for the purpose of taking-in some information, knowledge or intelligence. Today by observing
many a meeting, an interview, a news item, a blog, a
podcast, a tweet, an article, a conference or any
presentation be it live event, broadcast media, internet,
social media or old fashioned print. It is to me amazing
as to how little proper questioning you get. Then when
you do, how many questions go unanswered and when
some answers are given how many of those go unheeded. How many opinions are presented as facts,
then how many facts, statistics and events are clearly
distorted but go without interrogation of their validity in
order to take the time to spout some other biased mantra. All for the sake of personal advantage, power and
prestige over the values of honesty, collaboration and
social justice. And as for compromise………?
Whatever media we may use to expand our knowledge,
something we all know well is television so here I will
make the argument for my observation. Take a look at
the journalists, interviewers, presenters of yester-year
like Robin Day, Richard Dimbleby, Richard Baker, Joan
Bakewell, Peter Wheeler, Bill Grundy, Michael Parkinson, they coaxed information from those they interviewed and listened to what they said then framed the
next question around what the interviewee was saying
usually easing the maximum information from them. I
once asked Peter Wheeler what was the difference in
getting at the facts between a good interviewer and a
poor interviewer? “Simply this” he said “a good interviewer has to be interested - a poor interviewer tries to
be interesting.”
Take a look at the styles of the list above and compare
their techniques against some of today’s journalists,
presenters and interviewers such as David Dimbleby
son of Richard, Andrew Neal, Jeremy Paxman, Victoria
Derbyshire, Kirsty Wark, Andrew Marr and many more.
They can often be seen shuffling papers of pre-written
questions/ideas while answers are being given. Then
very often regurgitating one ‘key’ question to be repeatedly given the same prepared non-committal soundbite
response.

Try this little experiment: watch a parliamentary debate on your TV anything you like and then listen to
the report on it by the News Reader or any of their
journalistic colleagues on any TV channel. It soon
becomes obvious that they were unlikely to have
been watching and if they interview someone who
was ‘there’ it is also obvious that they must not have
been listening either.
What’s worse is we don’t seem to care for the other’s right to a different view as long as we can have
a say. The responses and their potential consequences good bad or devastating seem unimportant. Now when it’s on TV when the fake news
just involves politicians, journalists and self proclaimed experts, well let them get on with the jibber
jabber, it’s more funny than their facts. Sadly however the habit of not listening and simply saying our
bit is appearing everywhere. We no longer ask
Rudyard Kipling type questions which seek out accurate knowledge; instead we make our own sound
bite statements to be on trend with modern chat and
then switch off
This is the growing problem of communication
which is compounded in our use of social media everyone is talking and nobody is listening. As a
result strong debate and constructive argument is
giving way to soundbites and tweets but it is killing
democracy as the frustration of the many builds into
silos of prescriptive mantra from all society’s groupings. This is then regurgitated endlessly without
giving evaluation or listening time to others view
point. Now without probing questions and counter
challenging debate aimed at resolution and consensus society develops a lack of tolerance where intrenched opinions can slowly and relentlessly strangle our democracy.
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A Schools-Led System but

These events have given the governors in
attendance the opportunity to raise some
meaningful questions to challenge the presumptions and interrogate not only the intended outcomes and concepts but the planning and processes being applied to introducing a
major change programme. Some questions/
observations at the time raised seem not always to
have been answered to the satisfaction of the questioner sometimes side stepped, sometimes ‘pushed
up the road’.

What is the Big Question?
All governors, trustees, directors in schools should be in
no doubt that some significant change is in process at the
present time. Unlike much of historic announcements of
change from those we would consider as our authority
that have come in with a bang and gone out nearly as
quickly like a damp squib; these announcements are happening. Many if not all of the change and reform Issues
relating to the Schools-Led System and its manifestations
are here to stay, presenting us all with some significant
challenges, interesting opportunities and significant improvements, if we get it right.
Much of this School-Led System will depend for its success on how we in education, especially those who administer and steer its strategies, conduct our challenges
to the myriad of ideas and themes being offered as ’the
bright new future’. In a change situation many ideas are
presented, it is important that as governors and leaders
we interrogate every issue and concept presented, for
only robust debate and stress testing will determine the
true value or otherwise of each offering’s benefit to our
schools. The challenge of any change is how we manage
the opportunities and develop the potential, the question
we need to ask is what elements of the change and its
offerings will give true cost effective genuine advancement to our schools ability to provide a balanced inclusive,
safe, welcoming environment, to bring about the best possible, most suitable education for every child in the community.
Over the last two years SGA, as part of their routine collaboration with the main agencies in education, have endeavoured to keep all in governance in the loop, especially
on the issues of substantial change being brought about
by the events of creating a county wide support structure
for this Schools-Led System. From the commencement of
the process, January 2017 at a meeting in Chertsey organised by SGA with the SCC on their Education in Partnership programme through to holding three full SGA conferences in May and November 2017 and November 2018.
SGA have facilitated platforms to inform specifically on the
change. Looking at the key ideas leading us to the implementation of the Schools-Led System. Other events like
last year’s Hot Topic sessions and SCC chairs termly
meetings hosted by Babcock 4S have given introduction
and voice to the operational opportunities of this SchoolsLed System..

As chair of SGA in my conversation with governors at
these and on several other occasions many colleagues have expressed some concerns that their
duty to interrogate and scrutinise all matters that may
affect the strategies and process of securing the best
of education for every child in a fully incisive and
open education system is being ignored and or side
stepped for others interests. This has left me with a
rather long list of colleagues’ unanswered or regularly
recurring queries. So I have listed some of those
which have come to my attention (see pages 14 15).
Some you may not be aware of or even consider as
issues, you may agree they are questions in need of
an answer or you may disagree with the questioner’s
premise. If the questions you want an answer to are
not here then add yours to the list. I shall for the next
bulletin endeavour to get you some answers from
those who may have them. We can then publish them
on the web so that everyone is informed of the benefits to our education service that we all should be
hoping to achieve through a Schools - Led System.
Such is the power of social media today that I have
noticed far more people don’t ask questions but make
comments or statements expecting others to then
respond. These are some of the mix that I have seen
asked or that have been put to me again after various
meetings, events and publications of the last year.
Yes, I and experienced colleagues can and have answered them on occasions. They’re printed here because the vital issue that should concern us all is this:
- In a ‘well informed arena’, why do they arise in the
first place and when asked what is it about how they
are answered that leaves so many, who feel discouraged, doubtful or disappointed
Please
about where next?

Help us
Help you
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Please help us to help you get the answers you need by completing this form
two way communication is important to us all
For your convenience this questionnaire page is available as an independent word document attached to the original
email which sent this document to you or is downloadable from our website http://www.surreygovernance.org.uk
you can then easily fill it in on line and email it back to our administrator Sheila Danson or print it off and post it to us
or you can print of page 14 and 15 of this bulletin,

Guidance to completing the search for answers
(From the previous page)
To help identify which are the key questions that governors are still trying to find a meaningful answer to please tick
the appropriate box identifying whether you agree or disagree with the premise of the question/statement/comment.
Then in either case tick the last box only if the issue is something you would like to know more about. You may also
wish to add a few of your own in the boxes at the end of the list and return to me at the earliest opportunity .We will
then seek the full answers or response by the people who should know them to be published in our next bulletin in
the Spring
Comment question or segment

1 This very much feels like we are being sold to.
2 I thought the concept of a School-Led System was to reduce costs.
3 This ‘for schools – by schools’ looks like one group of schools trying to make
money out of the rest.
4 Isn’t the idea of peer to peer to help each other to provide a better education
for the children not help ourselves.
5 It’s a good idea to use the teaching schools but not at these prices
6 Why should we pay a levy to one little group even before we’ve got the money back into the school that the council used to take?.
7 Well now we can go to who we choose when we choose.
8 We already have a group of local schools who share good practice have peer
to peer review and governors work and train together – no cost.
9 Why appoint a full time executive, cars, phones, expenses, marketing team
selling to us? Some schools are getting to be proper little enterprises will they
need to continue educating children or can we buy shares?
10 For schools by schools! Question who is being done for by whom? I seem to
remember it was ‘do unto others as you would be done by’.
11 This School-Led System is supposed to be an opportunity for all schools and
family’s - this ‘for schools- by schools’ seems to be an opportunity for the few.
12 Is any of this ‘we know best’ needed, now we have the chance to genuinely
share good experience and knowledge?
13 So we don’t have to deal with the council now we can deal direct with whom
we like is that it?
14 We share experiences moderation training and some sharing between a
group of schools it works well at all levels from class to governors and it cost
nothing - now that’s what ‘I call not for profit’!
15 There is plenty of CPD without paying for it I am an education consultant and
I keep myself up to date without going to classes.
16 I can’t see anything different apart from the words
17 Its one out that cost us and a new one in that will cost us more

Agree

Disagree

Like to
know
more
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18 If CPD were web based and web delivered then it might be worth
considering as time and cost appropriate - content value well!
19 We ought to concentrate on getting the education of the children
right first then change things
20 What is this going to do to help special needs or high needs?
21 Will this give any benefit to early years?
22 Before we start spending on more things What are we doing about
our overspending?
23 I am more concerned about recruiting teachers and paying staff
properly than paying money to a few already wealthy schools
24 A Schools-Led System is fine if we as a school are truly leading it
and not being led by another?
25 A Schools-Led System is a good idea if it focuses on the schools
local community and their needs and not the paperwork from on high
26 I thought governors were supposed to decide on future strategies
27 In the maintained sector what will the council be offering at what
price?
28 Do (will) the council provide services to the academies and do they
charge them like maintained schools?
29 What difference does this change make to the decisions we have to
take in a maintained school?
30 Does this mean we are being forced into local groups?
31 Do we have to implement SCC policy like pay and admissions?

32 Who will handle HR matters and legal matters for maintained schools
in 2019/20?
33 What is being done in the new system to meet SEND needs?
34 Are schools going to have to provide more SEND places and are government going to fund them?
35 What is being done to get HCP’s to preschool so expensive latter interventions can be avoided where possible?
36 What is SCC doing about the high needs deficit?
37 What responsibilities will the council retain towards schools?
38 We can’t get repairs and maintenance done to our school now so
what is going to happen in the Schools-Led System?
39 Do we have to implement a pay policy that will reduce the number of
support staff and could disincentivise teachers we desperately need?
40. What is happening about Children’s Centres and when will SCC provide more detailed information to help governors reach properly consid-

Thank you for taking the time to complete this form please forward to
admin@surreygovernance.org.uk
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Come back soon
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For SGA Members by SGA Members
If you receive your termly SGA bulletin through school mail and would prefer to receive it directly from us e-mail your name - the name of the school at which you govern — your preferred email address and we will send SGA News Bulletins straight to you.

admin@surreygovernance.org.uk

Governors This is Your space
we will give space in the bulletin or web to any governor who wishes to
share ideas or experience with other governors (up to 500 words)

Dates for
your Diary

For now something you may wish to ‘Think About’.

by Geoffrey Hackett

Creativity in contemporary times -

Discovered by experience…..
Intelligence maybe the rock, on which and with which, we build for the future
but the precious gold which makes creativity valuable to society and is oh-so
rare within the rock or anywhere, is common sense that is something you have
to prospect for by patient questioning, careful listening, then trial and tribulation
of social alchemy.

Discovered by endeavour…..
Isn’t it great when in busy lives someone says “leave that to me” but when all
of us are so busy chasing life at the pace of social media what a great disappointment when nothing happens.
Consequently I must be the one to say “leave it to me” then I can’t loose time,
sleep and energy becoming disillusioned as I blame the others.

Discovered by age…..
‘Knowledge is power’ - that often makes one lazy. For what we know we apply
to doing over without thinking - what we take the trouble to learn stimulates our
thinking. That’s the power house of creative development.

Hot Topics
Thursday 10th January 7 pm - 9 pm
Holiday Inn, Guildford Friday 11th
January 10.00 am - 12.00 noon
Kingswood Golf Club Monday 14th
January 7 pm - 9 pm Holiday Inn,
Shepperton
Surrey Chairs’ Meetings - Spring
Thursday 21st March 10 am - 12
noon Dianthus Centre, Wishbone
Way, Goldsworth Park, Woking,
GU21 RT
Thursday 28th March 7 pm - 9 pm
Babcock 4S Conference Centre,
Leatherhead.

Put something in - Why not share 3 of your thoughts,
motivators, aims, ideas, dreams - relevant to education

Bits
And
Pieces

From around the world of Education

Damián Hinds making a call to
arms by school
governors

South East Regional Conference
in Brighton
09 March 2019

“I want to make sure that
every pound of public money
for our schools is used in the
best possible way for the
good of our children and
society.
That means taking a tough
approach…”

The current Surrey Pay
annual review aims to
align schools reward policies with non-school policies as far as is practicable for the 2019/2020 pay
year

‘In January 2019, I will consult on our new education
inspection framework (EIF)’
Amanda Spielman

c/o 19 Yewens, Chiddingfold. Surrey GU8 4SD
admin@surreygovernance.org.uk
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